
Fostering Global Outlook Amongst Students

There has never been a better time to be a citizen of the world.  With Internationalism as the
buzzword of the century, we at Dharav High School feel it is our duty and delight as educators to
immerse our students in world culture, language, geography, history and sociology.

The better we are versed in global affairs, the more likely it is we will one day become a player
on the world stage.  We would be hard pushed to find a leading Prime Minister or a President in
the world who has not read the main holy books of religions other than the one he or she was
raised to.  Similarly, we would advocate that our students read widely and well about countries
and cultures other than the one to which they were born in order to develop an understanding of
how we, as a global society, have arrived at where we are today.

That’s all very well from a philosophically, higher level thinking perspective, we hear you say.
But practically speaking, where does this vast and broad global outlook lead us?

Well, let’s consider it from a career perspective:  which fields could a global outlook enable us to
explore?



Diplomacy and the ICS

Every country in the world selects representatives to send abroad and be posted in other nations
to ensure good relations between their native land and the country of their posting.  The relations
may be developed through trade, politics, linguistics, arts and cultural events. India’s own Civil
Service has numerous opportunities for its officers to progress through international
programmes.

International Teaching/Leadership

Should your child be interested in pursuing a career in international teaching or leading, a global
perspective will be of a huge advantage.  Understanding the cultures and knowing the languages
of students from different countries around the world through practical, professional experience
is a credit card to a lifelong vocation lived in the fast lane .

International Trade, Business and Communication

Understanding the laws and bylaws around international trade, as well as having the skills to
communicate with fellow citizens of the world are key to engaging in the realms of international
trade, business and communication.  The pool of highly skilled professional openings in this field
is increasingly vast and deep.

International Politics/Peacekeeping/UN



To bring about a better world through strategic role play in the world of politics and
peacekeeping is a fascinating dimension of today’s world.  A solid grounding in global
citizenship and planetary stewardship are essential for any student wishing to pursue these
avenues.

International Arts and Sportsmanship

Companies, exhibitions, productions, matches: lights, action camera!  To succeed in the highly
competitive world of Performance & Expressive Arts or Sports, be prepared to tour
internationally and gather an international following or audience.  All the world’s a stage (or a
playing field) and thinking globally is the best way to perform on it.

So dream big and think wide with us at Dahrav High School.  Let us point your ward in the right
direction to being the world player he or she has the potential to be.


